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INTRODUCTION
Many cultures lived and died in Mexico before the Spanish Conquest.
GURPS Aztecs concentrates on the last one: the empire of Moctezuma 11. Until
1519, this empire stretched from the Pacific to the Atlantic. Its capital city,
Tenochtitlh, featured orderly canals, 10-story whitewashed pyramids and a zoo
teeming with exotic animals.
This empire's people, who called themselves Mexica, believed everything and
everyone had their place. The gods controlled nature and fate while men, according to their station, nourished the gods and kept society in harmony. Through
sacrifices, they helped their gods maintain their orderly world.
The Aztec mind-set was very different from that of any European country,
which was one reason the Spanish crushed them so thoroughly. Playing in an
Aztec world with a modem "personality" can be diverting, but trying to see the
Aztec world-view from the inside is a real roleplaying challenge. This book is an
attempt to make that possible.
GURPS Aztecs lets players visit three parts of the Aztec's brilliant, violent
history. Before the Conquest, merchants and warriors lived in a complex world of
trade and intrigue, as part of a powerful empire constantly absorbing its neighbors.
During the Conquest, warriors struggled desperately against the pale-faced conquistadors, neither side ever understanding the other. After the Conquest, PCs
might fight on as guerrillas, while the Spanish settled in to exploit their new lands.
Like many works about the Aztecs, much of this book is based on the 12-volume Florentine Codex, written by the Spanish friar, Bernardino de Sahagh, who
came to Mexico in 1525. With the help of native informants, he wrote about the
conquered society in both Spanish and the native language.
- Aurelio Locsin III

Spelling and Pronunciation
The Aztec language is called Nauatl, which means beautifil language. It
lacks the letters$ g, and r and is pronounced like Spanish, except for 11, which is
pronounced like the English letter 1. Vowels are all short and other letters are
pronounced, with these exceptions:
Q: pronounced k as in quetzal (KETzal).
C: pronounced s before i or e as in maceuatl (maSEwatl). Pronounced k
before a or o as in calli (KAli) or calrnecac (kalMEkak).
CH: pronounced tch as in telpochcalli (telpotchKAli).
HU: pronounced w as in Huitzilopochtli (witziloPOTCHtli).
X: pronounced s h as in xdchitl (SHOcheetl).
U: silent in q u e (KE) and qui (KEE). Pronounced as w or oo before other
letters, as in Tula (T001a).
TL,TZ, TS: each of these is pronounced as one sound that should not be
separated, as in coat1 (koAtl) or Nihuatl (NAwatl).
Accenting of Nihuatl words is not well understood; the best sources show no
accents, or show them in an inconsistent manner. The best compromise is to accent
the next to last syllable unless (as with a Spanish word) an accent shows otherwise, as with Tenochtitlh, which is accented on the last syllable.
Not even the Florentine Codex spelled Aztec words consistently. GURPS
Aztecs chooses the simplest known spelling of a word and modernizes it when
possible. For example, the singular pochtecatl (merchant) and plural pochteca
becomes the singular pochteca and plural pochtecas. This does not follow Aztec
usage, but is easy to understand. For information on the correct plural forms of
Aztec words, see the Glossary, p. 125.
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About GURPS
Steve Jackson Games is committed to
full support of the GURPS system. Our address is SJ Games, Box 18957, Austin, TX
78760. Please include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope (SASE) any time you
write us! Resources now available include:
Pyramid. This bimonthly magazine includes new rules and articles for GURPS, as
well as information on our other lines: Car
Wars, Toon, Ogre Miniatures and more. It
also covers top releases from other game
companies - Traveller, Call of Cthulhu,
Shadowrun, etc.
New supplements and adventures. We're
always working on new material, and we'll
be happy to let you know what's available.
A current catalog is available for an SASE.
Errata. Everyone makes mistakes, includiig us - but we do our best to fix our
errors. Up-to-date errata sheets for all
GURPS releases, including this book, are
always available from SJ Games; be sure to
include an SASE with your request.
Q&A. We do our best to answer any
game question accompanied by an SASE.
Gamer input. We value your comments.
We will consider them, not only for new
products, but also when we update this book
in later printings!
BBS. For those who have home computers, SJ Games operates a multi-line BBS
with discussion areas for several games, including GURPS. Much of the playtest feedback for new products comes from the BBS.
It's up 24 hours a day at 512-447-4449, at
300, 1200 or 2400 baud. Give us a call! We
also have discussion areas on Compuserve,
GEnie, and America Online.

Page References
Rules and statistics in this book are specifically for the GURPS Basic Set, Third
Edition. Any page reference that begins
with a B refers to a page in the Basic Set e.g., p. B102 means p. 102 of the Basic Set,
Third Edition. Page references beginning
with M refer to GURPS Magic.

About the Author
In 1988, Aurelio Locsin discovered preColumbian ruins on a hip to Mexico and
became hooked on the Aztec culture. He discovered roleplaying games much earlier,
while still a high school junior in 1975. He
now works as a freelance technical writer in
Change County, California, and occasionally
writes nonfiction articles for magazines.
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But the sophisticated and organized Aztec society built clean and spacious
cities, practiced arts using jewels, gold and feathers, and kept order through complex laws and customs. Only in the technologies of transport and war were they
inferior to the invaders - but that was their undoing.

Geography
The world of the Aztecs occupied most of central and southern Mixico. A
chain of mountains ran down the center of this land, cupping the Aztec homelands
in the Valley of Mexico. The flat lands surrounding the mountains were mostly
udarmable grassland and desert. Stretches of low-lying jungle and forest covered
the south, east, and the Yucath.

Anahuac
The Aztecs knew Mexico as Anahuac, a world floating in the middle of a
limitless sea that merged into the sky. The varied terrain and climate of Mexico
can be divided into three zones.
The areas under 3,000 feet formed the hot lands or tropical lowlands, which
produced cacao, vanilla, tobacco and cotton. From here too, came the exotic birds,
feathers, jaguar skins and seashells used to produce luxury goods. The Aztecs
detested the hot lands, prefemng the cooler climates of their temperate lands.
Averaging between 3,000 and 6,000 feet above sea level, these areas contained
most of the Aztec cities and produced grains, wheat, barley and maize. The cold
lands above 6,000 feet could not be farmed and were covered with forests of oak,
pine, spruce and cedar. Snow permanently covered the highest peaks.

Valley of MCxico
The Valley of MCxico rose 7,000 feet from the lowlands; it ran 75 miles from
north to south and 40 miles from east to west. Here lay the Aztec heartlands, with
its most famous cities. Mountains ranging from 3,000 to 10,000 feet surrounded
the area. The highest of these peaks included two volcanoes: Popocatipetl, at
17,880 feet, and Itzacihuatl, at 17,340 feet. Both lay perpetually under snow.

Lakes

This beautiful mountain, usually snowcovered, is one of two which overlooks the
Valley of Mkxico. Usually quiet, it began to
spew smoke and fire just before the Conquest. Most interpreted this as an evil omen.
The emperor may send adventurers to the
summit to discover the meaning of its ominous behavior. Or during the Conquest,
C o d s may send an expedition to gather
sulfur for gunpowder.
Adventurers who dare to brave the
volcano's slopes will discover its lower regions dense with forest. The trees thin out
and then completely disappear at 13,000
feet.
Native climbers need to make a Will roll
each time they hear the volcano rumble. If
they fail, they abandon their journey out of
fear. Each subsequent Will roll after the first
adds +1, as the climbers become braver.
At around 12,000 feet, inexperienced
climbers may develop altitude sickness.
Roll against HT once per hour. Failure temporarily decreases HT by 1. Initial symptoms include loss of appetite, headaches,
weakness and loss of interest in the climb.
Climbers who continue will experience apathy, nausea and sleepiness. Resting one
hour per 1,000 feet counters the symptoms
(recover lost HT by 1 per hour of rest). Retreating to lower altitudes also quickly improves health (increase lost HT by 1 per
1,000 feet of descent).
On the way up, climbers have to contend
with smoke, and-depending on volcanic activity, hot ash and rolling boulders. At the
summit is a 500-foot-deep crater with a diameter of 2,700 feet. Sulfur deposits cover
the walls of the crater.

Five lakes, all under 12 feet deep, nourished the valley. Lake Texcoco was the
largest and lowest, receiving the runoff from lakes Xaltocan, Zurnpango, Chalco
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Human Sacrifice
The Victim's Reaction
Not all victims approached their sacriticial end with grace and dignity. Many warriors tried to escape during the ceremonies.
Others fainted just as they reached the top of
the pyramid. Many victims, especially
women, may have remained unaware of
their impending sacrifice, especially if they
were beheaded in one surprising move.
PCs who are lucky enough to reach the
sacrificial altar need to make a Will roll
three times: during the ceremonies preceding sacrifice, halfway up the temple steps
and near the sacrificial block. Social Status
of 4+ adds 1; the higher a person was on the
social ladder, the more he was trained to see
this as an honor. Warriors and priests also
receive a +1 because they believe that this is
a good way to die. Slaves get -1.
If this Will roll is failed, roll against HT.
A failure means the victim faints and will be
unconscious when sacrificed. Success
means he hies to escape. For an Aztec, this
is the ultimate shame, though prisoners
from other cultures might feel differently!

Clerical Investment Costs
Clerical Investment costs 5 points in a
historical Aztec background. There are
added costs to be a priest in a historicallfantastic campaign, where magic works! Note
that some of the spells listed here are found
in GURPS Magic rather than the Basic Set.
By paying the base 5 points for Clerical
Investment, plus the appropriate cost for the
deity as listed in the sidebars on the following pages, a priest becomes able to learn and
use that deity's spells (plus Recover
Strength) as though he were a mage. The
priest does not automatically get spells -he
must study and pay character points for each
one he wants to learn - but his temple provides training. A few deities provde extra
benefits, which are automatic.

Only male priests with many years of service sacrificed humans. They had to
do it with no feeling, but with speed, skill and precision. Because the emperor was
the highest priest in the land, he could also sacrifice people, but he did so only with
important captives.
A small town might sacrifice 30 people in a year, while a provincial capital
might offer 400. Sometimes thousands were sacrificed. During the dedication of
the Great Temple in Tenochtitlh, nearly 20,000 victims nourished the gods.
Divine credit for the sacrifice went to the person offering the victim and never
to the priest performing it, unless the priest also captured the victim. There were
many methods of human sacrifice.

Drowning
Drowning was most often used on children as an offering to Tlaloc, the rain
god. The victim was first beaten until it cried. This induced tears in the watchers;
tears equated to the life-giving rain. With great ceremony, the child was then
thrown into a body of water, where it drowned.
Beheading
Women who impersonated the female deities were usually beheaded. The
victim was usually mildly drunk as she danced up the temple steps, accompanied
by priests. When she reached the top, priests grabbed her and lopped off her head.
Her blood, spurting in many directions, brought fertility to the crops. Her heart
was also taken, sometimes before the beheading, but usually after.
Burning
Other victims were roasted alive in a fire as an offering to the fire god,
Xiutecutli. They were given a drug called yiautli to anesthetize them. Then their
limbs were bound and they were thrown into the flames. After a few minutes, the
still-living victims were pulled out and their hearts taken.

Transformations: Multkle Deities
Most Aztec priests or priestesses serve
only one god. But there is an important exception. Ifa deity can change into another, a
priest may invest in both the original deity
and the transformation and receive powers
from both gods. The devotee must meet the
prerequisites of both deities.
For example, a priest wishes to serve
both Tezcatlipoca and Mixc6atl. one of
Tezcatlipoca's transformations. To meet the
prerequisites for Tezcatlipoca, he must have
any weapon skill at 15+, Shield at IS+, and
Disguise at IS+. To meet the prerequisites
for Mixc6atl. he must also have Animal
Handling at 15+ and any one of these skills
at 15+: Traps, Tracking, Bow, Blowpipe,
Spear Thrower.
Continued on next page.

Religion

..
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TIME
The Aztec Calendar
Like many Mesoamerican cultures, the Aztecs inherited their sophisticated
time measurements from the Maya. Some days were lucky, others unlucky. Each
person's birthday, profession and chosen god also affected his day-to-day fortunes.
The rules in this section will encourage the characters to consult a soothsayer
or render a sacrifice before any important event, just as the Aztecs used to do. The
GM can decided whether to add some, all, or none of the effects, preferably in this
order of importance: secular calendar, sacred calendar and daily time.

Daily Time
Each day had 22 hours: thirteen for the day and nine for the night. Each hour
was ruled by a different god. Some brought good luck, some brought bad. The
blare of conch trumpets, sounded by priests from the tops of temples, announced
the time.
At the GM7soption, all activities occurring during each hour receive its specified modifier, which is added to that day's sacred calendar modifier (described on
pp. 81-84). When time becomes important to an adventure, the players may tell
the GM "We will start this work at the sixth hour." Or the GM may tell them at an
appropriate time, "You hear the sound of the trumpet; it is now the hour of
Tlaloc !"
The tables below give a starting time for each Aztec hour, making each one a
modem hour long except for two of the night-time hours. These are entirely
arbitrary, invented for game use, since the details of the Aztec hours have been
lost.

"Calendar Stone"
This famous sculpture was not a calendar at all, but a platform for human sacrifice. 12 feet across, carved during the reign
of Axayacatl in 1479 (the Aztec year 13
Reed). It was discovered in 1790 in the remains of the Temple District. The glyphs
carved onto this %-ton basalt platform represented the history of the Aztecs rather
than a keeping of any calendar.
Tonatiuh, the sun god, is at the center of
the stone. His tongue is a sacrificial knife
and flanking his head are two claws holding
human hearts. Around him, four panels represent the previous four eons: proceeding
clockwise from the upper left, they are rain,
jaguars, water and fire. The fifth eon, movement, is represented by the triangular cap
over Tonatiuh.
The first ring of figures around the center represents the sacred calendar, beginning
with 1 Crocodile and continuing counterclockwise. Two snakes form the outermost
ring with their heads meeting at the bottom
and their tails ending at the stone's creation
date.

The 13 Lords of the Day
The Aztecs favored the day for most of their ac:tivities because
sun shone. It provided strength to the warriors and energy for chilc
working day began at sunrise and ended at sunset.
These gods ruled the hours of the day:
1. Xiutecutli, +1
2. Tlatecutli, 0
3. Chalchiuhtlicue, 0
4. Tonatiuh, +1
5. Tlazolteotl, -1
6. Mictlantecutli, - 1
7. Centeotl, 0
8. Tlaloc, 0
9. Quetzalcoatl, +1
10. Tezcatlipoca, - 1
11. Chalmecatecutli, 0
12. Tlauizcalpantecutli
(Great Star), +1
13. Citlalicue, 0

6 A.M.
7 A.M.
8 A.M.
9 A.M.
10 A.M.
11 A.M.
12 noon
1 P.M.
2 P.M.
3 P.M.
4 P.M.

5 P.M.
6 P.M.

The Nine Lords of the Night
Night was a fearful time and most people went to bed early to avoid the ghosts
that lurked in the darkness. A few brave souls ventured out, however. Refuse
collectors gathered the pots of human excrement and urine from each home using
a boat. They distributed the excrement to farmers for fertilizing the soil and the

Time

Aztec Monsters
These monsters primarily live in the Valley of MCxico.

Auitzotl

Acdatl
MoveIDodge: 8
Size: 1 hex
PDDR: 0
Weight: 50 lbs.
Damage: l d crushing.
Victim also suffocates if the animal is
successful in plugging up his nose.
See p. B91.
HT: 15/15-30
Reach: C
The acdatl was a long, thick snake with a big head, fiery eyes
and a forked tail. It typically dug a small pit near the water's edge,
filled it with fish and then hid in the water. When someone came
to gather the fish, the monster shot out and wrapped its long body
around him. It inserted its forked tail into the victim's nostrils and
squeezed him until he suffocated. Like many snakes, the ac6atl
swallowed its meals whole.
If the victim fled out of reach, this snake shot a venomous
stream (range 6 hexes) that stunned its target as per p. B99; a HT
roll is necessary to avoid the stunning effect. Then the acdatl
dragged the victim into the water to drown.
ST: 24
DX: 13
IQ: 5

ST: 20
MoveIDodge: 10R Sue: 1 hex
DX: 14
PDDR: 0
Weight: 100 lbs.
IQ: 5
Damage: ld-4
HT: 1315
Reach: C
This catlike animal lived near water, typically in caverns. The
Auftzotl baited its human victims in many ways. It could drive
schools of fish to the surface, cry like a baby, or stir the water into
foamy waves. These unusual events usually drew a passerby to
investigate.
When the victim came too close to the water, the Auitzotl
pulled the victim into the water with its humanlike hands. After
the prey had drowned, his eyes, teeth and nails disappeared down
the animal's throat. Often, the victim's skin remained unblemished.
Because Tlaloc sometimes commanded this animal to summon people to Tlalocan, the Auftzotl became an omen of death.

Mazamitli
ST: 5-14
DX: 15
IQ: 4
HT: 13/64

MoveDodge: 917 Size: 1 hex
PDDR: 0
Weight: 100 lbs.
Damage: (clawing and biting) 2d-2
Reach: C
This animal was about the size and shape of a
small deer and typically hid in a herd of deer,
which apparently couldn't recognize it. When
hungry, this predator revealed hooked claws to
seize unsuspecting prey - sometimes a deer,
sometimes a hunter! It then opened its thick jaws
and used its fangs to rip its catch from neck to
belly, scattering entrails with its claws. The
mazarnitli then feasted on the remains.

Ghosts
Ghosts often appeared to reveal both good
and bad information and are thus useful for revealing GM hints to straying adventurers. Some
ghosts appeared to ask family members to behave better.
Ghosts also arrived as punishments from the
gods. In such cases, they appeared as insects
who fastened on the body to suck the blood and
the soul away from the victim. They also appeared as the happy souls of dead relatives in the
form of butterflies, to reassure everyone that all
was well.
One common ghost, even in modem times, is
the Weeping Woman. She appears dressed in
white, with long, flowing hair, moaning loudly
and fearfully. Her usual cry, "Alas, my children," forewarns death, danger, or misfortune.

Ciuateteo
Though most ghosts were harmless, the
Ciuateteo (Little Princesses) were vengeful
goddesses who used to be women who died in
childbirth. They particularly hated children and
attractive men. They might appear at any time,
but on the day 1 Monkey they descended to Anahuac in swarms, making this a bad day for the
young and the handsome!
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Mesoamerica

Spain

Adams, Richard E.W., Prehistoric Mesoamerica, University of Oklahoma Press,
1977. Describes the cultures, cities and archaeology before and during the time of the
Aztecs, with many photographs and maps.
Edmonson, Munro S, The Book of the Year, University of Utah Press, 1988. The primary reference about the development of the
Mesoamerican calendar. It describes in detail the systems used by the Aztecs, Mayans
and other cultures of Mkxico.
Heyden, Doris & Gendrop, Paul, Pre-Columbian Architecture of Mesoamerica, Electa,
1988. Illustrates with maps, drawings and
photographs all the known ruins of Mtxico,
and is especially useful for exploration adventures.
S u h z , Jorge A., Mesoamerican Indian Lunguages, Cambridge University Press, 1983.
A brief study on the spread, grammar and
vocabulary of the Mesoamerican languages.
Weaver, Muriel Porter, The Aztecs, Maya, and
Their Preakcessors, Academic Press, 1981.
Basic college textbook on Mesoamerica.
Whitlock, Ralph, Everyday Life of the Maya,
Dorset Press, 1976. An introduction to the
Mavans.

Elliot, J.H., Spain and Its World: 1500-1700,
Yale University Press. 1989. Collects several essays on such topics as how the 16thcentury conquistador thought, how
American and Spanish culture changed each
other, and how the Spanish Empire was
managed administratively and economically.
Kamen, Henry, Spain: 1469-1714, Longman,
1991. Describes the government, empire and
economics of the European nation.

Fiction
Jennings, Gary, Aztec, Avon, 1980. Agrand epic
about the Aztecs. This thick book follows
the life of Mixtli, who manages to hold
many different Aztec jobs including
pochteca and warrior, from birth to just after
the Spanish Conquest.
Mitchell, Kirk, New Barbarians, Ace Science
Fiction Books, 1986. Rome never fell . . .
and as the Roman empire explores the New
World, it collides with the Aztecs.
Silverberg, Robert, Beyond the Gate of Worlds,
Tor Books, 1991. In this parallel world, the
Black Death kills off far more of Europe
than in our own world. Because of lack of
resources and people, Europe never embarks
on the Age of Exploration. Consequently,
the Aztec empire, along with many others,
flourishes.
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Ac6at1, 104.
Addiction disadvantage, 35.
Advantages, 34.
Adventure ideas, 91, 121.
Age disadvantage, 35.
Agriculture, 10.
Agronomy skill. 36.
Alcohol, 9,37, 108.
Alcoholism disadvantage, 35.
Ambassadors, 30,47-48.
Amulets, 61,76.
Anahuac, 5,59.
Animals, 39.
Appearance, 29.
Armor, 55-56; Spanish, 50.
Army, 47-48.
Arquebus, 57.
Arsenals, 25; see also Weapons.
Art, 11.
Artisans, 30.92.
Auitzotl. 104.
Aztec Calendar, 93.
Aztec Empire, 6.
Aztlh, 101.
Ball game, 16.25; skill, 37.
Banquets, 86, see also Feasts.
Baptism, 61.
Beast Possession spell, 76.
Beverage-Making skill, 37.

Beverages. 9, 11.
Birds, 106.
Birth, 17.
Bless spell, 74.
Bloodlust disadvantage, 35.
Bows, 54.
Brigantines, 115.
Bureaucrats, 30, 118.
Cacao, 35,39,40.
Calendars, 73,78,93.
Calmecac, 17,25,34.
Calpullis, 21-22, 122.
Campaigns, 72, 120-124;Aztec, 59.
Cannibalism, 63.
Cannons, 50,115.
Canoes, 22,39,44,90.
Captives, 54.
Caravans. 91.
Catholicism, 118.
Cenotes, 44.
Ceremonial magic, 75.
Characters, 28-45; types, 24-33; pochteca, 86;
sample, 41,92-93; Spanish, 118.
Chichirnecs, 42.
Children, 17,29.
Cities. 26.27.
Ciuateteo, 104.
Clergymen (Christian), 117,118.
Clerical Investment advantage, 66-70.

Clothing, 39.
Code of Honor disadvantage, 35.
Codices, 13, 119,126.
Combat, 46-57.
Combat Paralysis disadvantage, 35.
CombatJWeaponskills, 36.
Commoners, 9.
Confession, 61.
Constables, 30.
C O ~ S36,
, 110-115, 117.
Counterfeitine skill. 39.
courtesans, 3ij.
Coyotes, 107.
Crime, 16, 17.32.
Crocodiles, 107.
Curse spell, 74.
Cyphering skill, 37.
Daybooks, 73.
~ a y s i ~ n33.79.
s.
Dependents, 35.
Diagnose Loss of Soul spell, 73.
Diplomacy, 93.
Disadvantages, 35.
Disease, 18.
Divination spell, 73.
Diviners, 26.
Dogs, 10, 11,39,62,107.
Dress, 29.
Drinking, 9.

Index

Duty, 35.
Eagles, 106.
Emperor, 20,25,29,40,49,64,88,91.
Extravagance disadvantage, 36.
Feasts, 10.64.84.86-91.
Feathers, ll,39,91.
Featherworking, 12.30; skill, 37.
Fishing, 10.
Flower Arranging skill, 37.
Flower Wars, 52.
Flowers, 24.
Flying jaguars, 105.
Food, 11.
Friars, 117,118.
Fright Checks, 63.
Funerals, 61.
Gambling, 14.
Games, 15.
Garrisons. 6.
Ghosts, 104.
God disguise, 64-65.
Gods, 34,65,67,70; transformations, 67.
Gold. 12,29,30,39, 113.
Government, 20.
Great Famine, The, 102.
Headless Tezatlipoca, 105.
Healers, 72.
Heaven. 59,123.
Heraldry skill, 36.
History, 94-102.126.
Huastecs, 42.
Hunchback disadvantage, 31,36.
Hunting, 10.
Identify Spellcaster spell, 74.
Incas, 122.
Jaguars, 68, 107;flying, 105; were, 96, 105.
Jeweler skill, 37.
Jewelry, 29.
Jobs, 39; table, 40.
Judges, 31.
Knights, 29, 33,50,51.
Lakes, 5.
Languages, 7.
Language skills, 37.
Lapidary arts, 12.
Law, 16, 17.30-31.
Leave Curse spell, 73.
Literacy advantage, 34.
Literature, 12.
Lockpicking skill, 37.
Magic, 18.71-75, 126; items, 64.96.
Mantles, 39.40.
Markets, 26.
Maniage, 17.
Mass Combat, 49.50.
Matlatzinca, 43.
Mayans, 44.96, 118; ruins, 97-99.
Mazamitli, 104.
Medicine, 18, 126.
Merchant guard, 86; see also Pochtecas.
Merchant Rank advantage, 34.
Merchant towns, 86.
Metalworking, 12.
Mexica. 6.
M6xico. 5.
Mexico City, 117.
Military Intelligence, 47.
Military Rank advantage, 34.
Miserliness disadvantage, 36.

Index

Mixtecs, 43.
Moctezuma IS, 6,8,11,20,25,102,111-114.
Money, 39-40, see also Wealth.
Monkeys, 108.
Monsters, 104-105.
Mountains, 5.
NAhuatl, 3.7, 12, 118.
Names, 33.
Nauallism, 75.
New Fire ceremony, 78.
New skills, 37.
Nobles, 8.9.29.31; Mayan, 44.
Numbering system, 18.
Obsidian, 12.53.54.
Octli, 9, 39, 68.70, 108.
Old age, 18.
Olmecs, 95.96.
Omens, 5.61, 114, 115.
Open Planar Gate spell, 74.
otomis, 43.
Palaces, 23.
Paper, 14.
Patolli. 16; skill, 37.
Patron advantage, 34.
Peasants. 9.
Performing arts, 15.
Physicians, 31.
Pictographs, 14.
Picture-Writing skill, 38.
Planar Travel spell, 74.
Plants, 108.
Pochtecas, 26,29,34,8593; see also Merchants, Trade.
Poehy, 13; skill, 37; competitions, 12.
Poets, 31.
Popocatepetl, 5.
Porters, 48.89.
Priests, 3 1,34,35,62,72,
117-118.
Primitive disadvantage, 36.
Pronunciation, 3.
Provinces, 7.
Pyramids, 23,26,66,88.
Quetzal bud. 11.106.
Quetzalc6atl. 24.68.69, 105, 111, 123.
Quimichetl (Mouse Bean), 41.
Reactions to merchants, 87.
Recover Soul spell, 73.
Religion, 58-70, 126.
Religious Rank advantage, 35.
Remove Soul spell, 75.
Riddles, 13.
Rider Within spell, 76.
Royal zoo, 23.
Royalty, 8; see also Nobles.
Ruins, 97-99.
Sacrifice, 10, 23,35,38,54,60,65,78, 87, 89,
90, 100; gladiatorial, 67; skill, 28,38.
Sailors, 119.
Savoir-Faire skill specialty (Merchant Banquets), 37.
Schools, 17, see also Calmecac.
Science. 18.
Scorpions, 107.
Scribes.
Settlers, 119.
Shapeshifting, 72; advantage, 34; spell, 75.

Shields, 55.
Skills, 36.
Skull racks. 25.
Slaves, 8, 10.39.87; sacnrie of, 88.
Smallpox, 116.
Snake Woman, 21.29.40.
Snakes, 108.
Social class, 8.
Social ideals, 15.
Social Status. 40.
Social Stigma disadvantage, 36.
Soldiers, 119.
Songs, 12.
Soothsayers, 32,72.
Sorcerers, 18,26,32,72, 101.
Souls, 63.
Spain, 111.
Spanish, conquest, 109-119; government, 117.
Spelling, 3.
Spells. 66,72-73.
Spiders, 107.
Spies, 32,47,91,93.
Sports, 15.
Succession,20.
Suns, (time periods) 60.78.
Tarascans, 45.
Taxes, 7.
Technology, 18.
Temple district, 23.
Temples, 23,62.
Tenochtitlin, 19-26,
99,100, 112.
Teopatli, 62.
Texcoco, 27.
Theology skill, 37.
Thieves, 32.
Time, 93; daily, 93.
Time tmvel, 124.
Timeline, 95, 110.
Tlacopan, 27.
Tlaxcalans, 45.
Tobacco, 11,108.
Toltecs, 98.
Totonacs, 45.
Totopecs, 45.
Trade rolls, 92.
Trade routes, 92.
Tribute, 7.47.
Turkeys, 10.
Turquoise fire snake, 69.
Tzitzime, 105.
Underworld, 59, 123.
Valley of Mbico, 5.
Vendors, 33.
Visions, 76.
Volador. 15.
Volcanoes, 5.
War, 46,47, 117.
Warriors, 29,33,36,49,50.
Wealth, 39.
Weapons, 25,53,55,57; Spanish, 50.57.
Weather, 6.
Weaving skill, 38.
Weeping, 15.
Were-jaguars, 96, 105.
Women, 29, 30,34,36, 88.
Writing, 14; skill, 37.
Zapotecs, 96.
Zoos, 23,39, 121.

STUCK FOR AN ADVENTURE?

NO PROBLEM.
Warehouse 23 sells high-quality
game adventures and supplements
in print and PDF formats.
●

Free downloadable adventures for
GURPS, In Nomine, and Traveller!

●

Fun gaming accessories – shot glasses,
shirts, specialty six-siders, and more!

●

PDFs from Atlas Games, Amarillo Design
Bureau, Pelgrane Press, Goodman Games,
and many others – plus gems from
the up-and-comers.

●

Original material for Transhuman Space
and new GURPS supplements from
Kenneth Hite, Phil Masters, David Pulver,
Sean Punch, and William Stoddard!

●

Fully searchable files of GURPS Fourth
Edition supplements.

●

Digital editions of out-of-print classics,
from Orcslayer and the complete run of ADQ
to GURPS China and GURPS Ice Age.

●

Buy board games and roleplaying PDFs in
the same order! Download digital purchases
again whenever you need to.
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STEVE JACKSON GAMES
warehouse23.com

